COVID-19
RESPONSE AND CONTAINMENT MEASURES
TRAINING OF ANM, ASHA, AWW
SESSION 5
SUPPORTIVE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES: COMMUNITY HOUSEHOLDS

CREATE SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT
HOME QUARANTINE -SELF
HOME QUARANTINE - FAMILY MEMBERS
HOME CARE
## RESPONSE AND CONTAINMENT – CREATE A SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TALK TO AND INVOLVE INFLUENCERS FIGHT DISCRIMINATION</th>
<th>PLAN COMMUNITY SUPPORT FOR HIGH RISK</th>
<th>COORDINATE WITH THE EXISTING COMMUNITY NETWORKS FOR SUPPORT</th>
<th>HELP DEVELOP HOUSEHOLD EMERGENCY CONTACT LIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Make a list of local influencers (Gram Pradhan, Religious Leaders, Teachers, any other)</td>
<td>• Make a list of high risk groups in the village</td>
<td>• Coordinate with the existing groups like SHGs, Youth Networks, VHSNC etc on the roles assigned for emergency planning, distribution of services like food/grocery delivery for quarantined households, midday meals medicine etc.</td>
<td>• Ensure each household has a current list of emergency contacts for family, friends, neighbours, essential services contact numbers like food, medicines, medical help.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Explain &amp; discuss the situation and protocols/orders/notifications to be followed and seek their support in giving key messages.</td>
<td>• Identify people they meet or talk to; share preventive measures with these people and request them to keep communicating these measures to the high risk people</td>
<td>• Share contact details of ANM, ASHA, Ambulance, and other medical support with them</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Support assigning roles for community networks</td>
<td>• Take care of older people or people with co-morbidities like hypertension, diabetes, lung or kidney disease.</td>
<td>• Share coordinating details of child protection committees for addressing issues of trauma and violence in children.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Take care of children whose parents may be in quarantine for issues of education and/or care.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CASE STUDY

BABULAL HAS BEEN RENTING OUT HIS TRACTOR FOR THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS AND MANY PEOPLE KNOW HIM IN THE COMMUNITY. RECENTLY PEOPLE HAVE STOPPED TAKING BABAULAL’S TRACTORS ON RENT AND YOU COME TO KNOW THAT THIS IS BECAUSE BABULAL HAS BEEN HAVING SYMPTOMS OF COLD AND FLU. WHEN YOU SPEAK WITH BABULAL HE TELLS YOU THAT WHEN HE IS WALKING PEOPLE CROSS OVER ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STREET AND DO NOT EVEN TALK TO HIM OR HIS FAMILY MEMBERS, INCLUDING HIS CHILDREN EVEN ON THE PHONE. HE HAS DECIDED TO GO TO HIS CITY HOUSE SO HE DOES NOT HAVE TO BEAR THIS BEHAVIOUR

ROLE OF AN INFLUENCER

QUESTION 1: IS THIS THE RIGHT THING TO DO?

QUESTION 2: WHAT WILL YOU DO AS THE LOCAL HEALTH WORKER?

• CHECK WHO CAN HELP IN INFLUENCING THE LOCAL LANDOWNERS.
• USE THE KEY INFLUENCERS IN GIVING THE COMMUNICATION ON WHAT IS COVID AND WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS.
• TALK TO THE DHO/MO FOR DISCUSSING THE SYMPTOMS OF COVID WITH BABULAL AND IF HE IS A CONTACT WHAT ADVISORY SHOULD BE GIVEN TO HIM
HOME QUARANTINE: STAY SAFE FOR PROBABLE INFECTED PERSON
RESTRICTED MOVEMENT FOR COVID-19 SUSPECTS

KEEP DISTANCE
• Stay in a well ventilated specific room and away from other people in your home. Restrict movement
• If available, use a separate bathroom

SEEK HEALTH CARE AND NOTIFY
• If suffering from cough or fever or breathing difficulty and suspecting contact, wear a mask, and notify nearest health facility / ASHA/ANM immediately.

WEAR A MASK
• Wear a mask correctly when you are around other people and whenever you enter a healthcare provider’s clinic

AVOID VISITORS IN THE HOUSE
• Because if infected you can spread infection to others

AVOID GOING TO PUBLIC AREAS
• Do not go to work, school, or public areas like markets, cinemas etc.
• Avoid using public transport
Precautions to be taken by the household where there is a suspected case

- Support: Assigned family member to take care of infected person helping them follow doctor’s instructions for medication(s) and care.
- Wash hands: With soap and water for at least 40 seconds or, if soap and water are not available, clean your hands with an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at least 70% alcohol. Wash often and especially after touching.
- Clean and disinfect: All “high-touch” surfaces, such as tabletops, doorknobs, bathroom fixtures, toilets, phones, every day. Also, wipe any surfaces that may have blood, stool, or body fluids on them. Using bleaching powder solution (1 tsp of household bleach in 4 cups of water).
- Place all used disposable gloves, facemasks, and other contaminated items in a lined container before disposing of them with other household waste.
- Wash laundry thoroughly and avoid shaking soiled linen.
  - Immediately remove and wash clothes or bedding that have blood, stool, or body fluids on them. Keep away from body.
  - Wash and disinfect linen in warm water and soap, dry in sun.
  - Washing machine: Use disinfectant, soap, warm water, dry in sun.
  - Linen can be soaked in hot water and soap in a large drum, using a stick to stir, avoiding splashing (soak linen in 1% chlorine for approximately 30 minutes. Finally, rinse with clean water and let linen dry fully in the sunlight.
  - Place all used disposable gloves, facemasks, and other contaminated items in a lined container before disposing of them with other household waste.

Note: Infected person may be ambulatory or bed-ridden.
• HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS SHOULD STAY IN ANOTHER ROOM OR BE SEPARATED FROM THE PATIENT AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE.

• HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS SHOULD USE A SEPARATE BEDROOM AND BATHROOM, IF AVAILABLE.

• AVOID SHARING HOUSEHOLD ITEMS E.G. DISHES, DRINKING GLASSES, CUPS, EATING UTENSILS, TOWELS, BEDDING, OR OTHER ITEMS WITH OTHER PEOPLE AT HOME.

• WASH HAND AS OFTEN THOROUGHLY WITH SOAP AND WATER (40 SECS) OR WITH 70% ALCOHOL-BASED HAND SANITISER

• WHEN IN CONTACT WITH THE PERSON WHO IS QUARANTINED, THE FAMILY MEMBERS SHOULD WEAR A THREE LAYERED MASK AT ALL THE TIMES. DISPOSABLE MASKS ARE NEVER TO BE REUSED.

• USED MASK SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS POTENTIALLY INFECTED. DISPOSE MASK BY SOAKING IN HOME BLEACH SOLUTION AND THEN THROWING IN A DUSTBIN.

• DO NOT LET SMALL CHILDREN PLAY WITH THE MASKS.